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I, GElE-RA L 'ACKGROUUD

This is a continuation of the zutudy started in 1960 and
reported by ARINC ReesearCh Courporai"Lun on Secptember 30, 1960,
under the title Prorress 13eport on a ';tudy of SatelliLtcs In
Orbit. The initl al work and the above-named report were
accoplished under Advanced Research Projects Agency Contract
IDA-50-3. The study contained the analysis of the Vang.,uara
satellites I, II, and III, and the EXPLOm*1vj VI satellite.
Each system was related by "operational life" to system com-
plexity, where the unit of complexity measurement was an
"active element group". The active element group is defined as
a transistor or tube and its associated passive network. In
these satellites, an active element g;roup was normally composed
of a transitor, a diode, three reslutor's and two capacitors.

The study under the pr'esent ARFA contract, SD-77, com-
menced in February 1961. The new contract calls for the
establishment of a reliabil.1ty :;,ectruum for orbiting systems.
There are three sub-areas In the work statement:

a) "Evaluate and monitor the reliability of the TIROS I
and EXPLORER VII satellite electronic systems.

b) Evaluate and monitor the reliability of the elec-
tronic system:] of' COURIEIR, and up to five additional
systems to be specified by ARPA and scheduled for
or-biting dur.ingP, f11.s-cal Year 19961.

c) Using the da, a .,,]Ietei ,inir-r' Itn; and previous
contracts, edw.abi;Vh , ,I.Ial:.lity spectrum of
orbital olect. non !c .,:torn aL! a f'unction of com-
pile :. I t~y.

The ARI'A contract, .uiLlt aued •aut•.ohr,' major task, the pei'i-
odic reliability 'evlew. of' KiAI'., "AMOS, TRANSIT, and ADVENT.
Data from the TRAN"T;T s•al.ei, 1t, :;yi t, ems- have teen used in the
spectrum study p r'enented in thi' r',por- tr.

h lt1~ 1-ol ot, ~Lh h " [/(,. f i) /P' V 0.1)p.(,(. C

satellite reliability spcct 'um uoing, as Input data the known
complexity ot' each ope'ational C'unctLon i.n the :satellite and
the ob0cr.ved opeivatl.onaal orbit houi:s to mali'un ctiorn, failure,



or censoring. Each such observation will provide a point on
the log-log scattergram of reliability versus compluxity. From
tho•o polntn, a "least squarccs" i'cu,,cnsion line will be calcu-
lated, representing the middle of the satellite reliability
spectrum. A distribution of observations at various complex-
ities will be used to determine the width of the band about
this line.-

The satellite spectrum will be an important tool in the
reliability assurance programs of all future satellites. By
its use, the new satellite may be evaluated realistically in
the predesign stage to determine the reliability-feasibility
of the proposed new systems. The spectrum can be used as an
aid in determining which trade-off should be accepted for
ultimate system performance under any given specification.
The designer may 'use the spectrum band.as a guide in determin-
ing the degree of sophistication or simplicity he should use
in various circuits to accomplish the assigned tasks. In
other words, the satellite reliability spectrum will provide
reliability prediction throughout the predesign, design, and
prototype stages of new satellite development.

A secondary purpose of the program is to develop more
realistic component part failure rates for in-orbit applica-
tions. s.-Zohe data available are mostly of the censored typo in
which the6akimber of' operational orbit hours to censoring is
used to dete ine the lives of varioun types of component
parts under sp e environment conditions. The failure rates
which are prese ly used tin the prediction of satellite re-
liability are bas d on data obtained from ground, shipborne,
and airborne equip ients, mont o1' which utilized tubes rather
than transistors. Multipillcation factors (K factors) have
been established to convcrtL thcino observed data for use 1-n
tranlI.ent,o'] 'zed oquiI0p( n t n In Oile o ii pace onvI.ti-onrmont.

Tne failure rat.r.\ , I Y- th!:i .tl..Udy weve derived in the
report inrent-ioned vat11, *,. A II 'a I lu r'it' ,ten are aissumed to
zretaln const.ant. over' t I . , 1' t Ilri ror, wh Ie the pTro-
dl(,!ti.A.n tI inact', uand tIl, P ii'f',.t',:. i ,r Ifi h t 1t, i m-OatlUn Ipho-
Iioun lolln U' t•h I l cp.ii',tdt r'dl' -- ti e

Lo) ('Ilpt. ilia I I' iI.. II oll I%,11 P11'(0 1.1 ttJlI:1I1(,''P l)I.,y ji'b(w pj'oljlo i-
[iintl o m |.t ,' tiha ' u'. lino' -*t L;; :m fl'lc atioti or' tho
:lm', tV'ol Hic te 'vt.'d eumotwu, Iit-1. ' " luv, vate.. which will

I aI L I "I I t I' 1 -) A L



be developed from this study. Better resolution of the K
factors for evaluation of the In-orbit successes and failures
of ground-controlled space vehicles is also required.

1.2 Assumptions

During the course of these evaluations and in the de-
termination of mean time to failure (MTF), the following
assumptions were made:

1) All part, AE6 or subsystem failure rates are
constant.

2) The failure of the special sensory device does
not cause the electronics of the function to fail.

3) Each function is independent of the other functions
unless otherwise indicated.

4) A failure is incurred when the data received are
not decodable or the operation required is not
performed.

5) A malfunction may correct itself or may be cor-
rected by commands from the ground station.

1.3 Method of Evaluation

The method of evaluation used in this study calls for
the determination of operational functions. Each such
runction in a complete operation essentially independent of
any other operational function within the catellite. An
opertional function begins with an input from a sensor or
the receiver antenna, and ends with the completion of the
operation at a storage device, transmitter antenna, or
nwitching device. The electronic units of neveral subsystems
may be included in a single operational function; also, the
name electronic units may be used in more than one oper-
ational function. A simplified reliability block diagram for
an operational function of the Explorer VII satellite is
shown below.

II . . . . . r:
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The operational functions for each satellite are
enumerated in the separate evaluation sections in terms of
operational orbit hours. Operational orbit hours are
defined as the number of active circuit-use hours after suc-
cessful launching of a satellite. The determination of this
number is complicated by the following three modes of oper-
ational function employment:

1) Continuous operation, where the operational orbit
hours and the in-orbit hours are the same.

2) Satellite-controlled time operation, in which a
clock or timing device in the satellite automa-
tically turns on and off certain electronic oper-
ational functions at scheduled time intervals.

3) Ground-controlled time operation, where a proper
signal from the controlling ground station activates
the operational function, and the loss of the signal
automatically turns the function off.

The calculated or predicted times to malfunction are
computed by two methods for most of these satellites. The
first is the Part Failure Rate Method (PFRM), which involves
analysis of the circuit and application of failure rates for
each part. The exponential failure pattern is assumed in all
instances. The second method involves the use of active
element groups, and the computations are divided into two
stress levels: Low (L), for parts used at less than 25 per-
cent of rated electrical stress in an ambient temperature of
250C or less; and Medium (M), for parts used at less than
50 percent of rating in ambient of 50 0 C or less. For the
latter computation the space environment is assumed to be
comparable to a well-controlled ipround (fixed) opelrating
environment, from the standpoint of Its effect on part per-
foniiance and reliability.

It can be nerin that more detailed data a,.e required to
rmak(e a Cull evaluation ot' each operational function and the
I'ailure-V'ree In-orbit hourv ol' (ach part type. Thlu addi-
tional Information is belng requeo:ted on the future oatel-
I.LL, otudlen under this contract. It will perm.1t greater
ur'ut-acy In the t;1eotrum-tawan detcrintnation and will supply
1111c1h 11VLitde data ,n (_1,Qt,'on0 Et-ja .t b'ehaavio r In 'Ipace.

1 .' ~1iol "l l• ,s lly ;o,-,1 r'unm

At t h!. s :.'ta,*c, ot" dk-velolmcrint, nlu attvmrt ;il be made
lo ('It. a UuPV to tlhe accumulated observed mall'unction p~lot-

,* . Ih' . ',: aoll .to, :y-'tcr1:, analy:cecd. Earch :sys;cm w111
11.1V0, 3L 1-10t, 11kt:' ,"Cj'I Uta j tl iy •P' : ,m l : ty :Io t;



both the observed and the calculated or predicted data. A
line representing the upper limit of the shipborne spectrum
band will also be shown for comparative purposes. It will
be noted from the individual reliability-versus-complexity
plots that the calculated or predicted times to first mal-
functions appear to be pessimistic by nearly an order of
magnitude. This holds true for the average failure rates per
active element group also. The direct results of this find-
ing have led to further attempts on the part of ARINC Research
to reassess the component part failure rates as used in sat-
ellite reliability prediction.

Complexity is measured in active element groups, the
composition of which was stated earlier. Analynis has shown
that component' parts that are not included in the active
element group are normally distributed at one per ten active
element groups. Where active redundancy exists, each oper-
ational path has been considered as an operational function.

1.5 Scope of Report

The scope of this interim report is limited to an analy-
sis of six satellite systemn, whose performance was observed
through April 30, 1961. The six satellites analyzed in the
report are:

a EXPLORER VII
b TIROS I
a TRANSIT IB
d TRANSIT IIA
e TRANSIT IIIB
f COURIER IB

The analyois of each cyntern includes a brief statement
of the system'I .til.j•n 1;ur-.ozne and the latest available infor-
mation on orbital Litatun; a dlneuiulon ol' the satellite con-
figuration and nature or the malfunctions reported, an evalu-
ation of the operat.lonal Vuncrtion, a table comparing the pre-
dicted or calculated time to maiiunction and the data observed
in orbit, and a plot ot, veltabIlty versus complexity for the
satellite.



2. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF EXPLORER VII
SATELLITE IN ORBIT

2.1 Purpose of EXPLORER VII

The EXPLORER VII satellite was designed solely for
scientific purposes. Its 92.3-pound payload consisted of
the eight experiments described below:

1) Heat radiation experiments to study the transfers
of heat between the earth and the surrounding space.

2) Lyman-alpha and X-ray experiments to measure the
spectral intensity of the Lyman-alpha line and
X-ray radiation from the sun.

3) A solar aspect cell to determine the attitude of
the satellite relative to the sun.

4) An ion chamber to measure intensity of three classes
of heavy primary cosmic-ray particles.

5) An experiment to measure the intensity of primary
and secondary cosmic radiation of the Van Allen
belts over a period of time.

6) A solar-cell experiment to determine the effect of
the spatial environment on the performance of ex-
posed oilicon nolar cells.

7) Temperature measurements at five localized positions
on the satellite.

8) A micromett-orIte exper-iment to detect micrometeorite
impacts of tht, order' oil lu micron diameters.

2...2 Orb1i1tal Tnf'orvmat, on and Y"tatwi ot i,,• R,01 MR VII

The ý,:Xrf•i'Id:R VII waro launched from the Atlantic Missile
Ranrive, Florida, on Oetobet' 13, I9SP. The. orbit achieved has
an apogvee of 6'(0.0 miles, a perigee ot' 3113.6 miles, and a
period or 101.1 tolnuteo.. The matellltv wan -itlll transmitting
telvrneti'y Inl'oi'matlon Ion the A'O-meicacyclc ti,'antsmitter after
13.,'0t,.O( h,.ur':i ii c',i'bIt.



The satellite electronic equipment suffered the first
minor difficulty on October 28, 1959, approximately 360.0
orbit hours after launch, but the trouble cleared itself up
by. October 29th. Occasional subsequent difficulties were also
experienced in the multiplexer, due possibly to the fact that
high input voltages from the experiments caused the multi-
plexer to be biased. The limit at which the multiplexing
networks operate is influenced by battery voltage; therefore,
the trouble encountered appears most often while the satellite
is in darkness and the batteries are not being charged. These
minor difficulties have not been incorporated into the
reliability-versus-complexity plot, primarily because the de-
tails of each trouble have not yet been received for use in
this study.

Two malfunctions have occurred, both of which involved
the multiplexer. Each was reflected in erratic operation,
most probably due to low beta in one of the ring counter cir-
cuits. The first malfunction took place approximately 4440.0
hours after launch. The trouble corrected itself and the
multiplexer channel worked properly in the daylight passes.
On June 14, 1960, approximately 5880.0 orbit hours after
launch, the multiplexer again malfunctioned. It resumed
operation about 408 orbit hours later and was still operating
on April 30, 1961.

2.3 Configuration of EXPLORER VII

The payload configuration is divided into two subsystems,
each containing a transmitter and a power supply. One trans-
mitter operated on 108 megacycles with 15-milliwatto of
power output. It was powered by mercury batteries and had
an expectcd life between four and six weeks in length.
Battery failure took place after 1238 hours of operation. No
attempt was made to keep this transmitter operating beyond
the battery life, as there was no provision for recharging
the batteries.

The second transmitter telemeterti seven out of the
eight experiments. It has an output of one watt and is
powered by both solar cell arrays and nickel-cadmium batteries.

2.4I Evaluation of EXPLORER VII

For the pur'poues or thti evaluation, the tiateJlite is
diviLded into five operational i'unctionfi:

1? ]08-Meoacycle Teletnetry/Trackinig Function
'I RAS JHeavy Ir'lmary larticle Function



9

3) Thermal Radiation Balance Function
4) Cosmic Ray Function
5 Lyman Alpha and X-ray Function

Table 1 presents for each of these functions, the number
of active element groups, the calculated or predicted time
tO malfunction, the observed times of malfunctions, and the
orbit hours of operation until censoring of the data, where
applicable. The calculated or predicted values and the
observed or censored values are plotted against the
active-element-group complexity of the operational functions
in Figure 1.

The monitoring of this satellite will continue until
failure or the end of this contract, whichever occurs first.
The results of any further observations will be presented
in the final report.
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3. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF TIROS I SATELLITE IN ORBIT

3.1 Purpose of TIROS I

The TIROS I is an exploratory meteorological satellite
conceived as an experimental vehicle for probing the feasi-
bility of observing and telocommunicating to earth the cloud-
cover and electromagnetic (or infra-red) radiations by means
of an earth satellite. Only the cloud-cover portion of the
project has been carried out by the TIROS I.

3.2 Orbital Information and Status of TIROS I

The TIROS I satellite was launched from the Atlantic
Missile Range, Florida, on April 1, 1960. The orbit achieved
has an apogee of 467.1 miles, a perigee of 428.9 miles, and
a period of 99.1 minutes. The decision to discontinue at-
tempts to interrogate TIROS I was made after orbit 1302 over
Ft. Monmouth about midnight of June 29, 1960. At the time
of this decision, the wide-angle camera and all the telemetry
were inoperative. The 108.0-megacycle tracking beacon con-
tinues to operate.

The following malfunctions have occurred in the TIROS I:

1) After 36.3 hours in orbit, the remote capability of
the narrow-angle camera was lost. The malfunction was cor-
rected by electrical shock accidentally after 944.8 orbit
houra. The trouble was apparently caused by a mechanical
failure in the clock subsystem. A similar malfunction
occurred when the opin-up rockets were fired on May 27th,
This wan corrected by the came electrical shock method that
was discovered earlier. The narrow-angle camera and its
circuitry were still operable when the decision to cease in-
terrugation was made.

P) No dicricultles were experienced with the wide-
angile cumera 0ystetm of, tho teleimnx'y until 1812 orbit hours,
at whIch time it is believed that a relay became inoperative.
The nialfunction made It impossible Cor the camera to be
turned oVf. Thiti apipazently drained the batteries and eventu-
ally cauiicd the w1dc-anjle camer- transmitter to burn out.
'rhli dwnmalge appcar:,i to have afftornod the entire satellite

s n t vin.



3.3 Configuration of, TIROS I

The satellite has a total of 9260 solar cello forming
the primary electrical source, and consists of eight sub-
sy'stems as follows:

i The TV Picture Subsystem
2 The Telemetry and Tracking Subsystem

The Satellite Function-Control Subsystem
The Satellite Position Indicator Subsystem

5 The Satellite Dynamics Control Subsystem
6 The Electrical Power Subsystem

The Antenna Subsystem
The Satellite Structure

3.4 Evaluation of TIROS I

There are 16 operational functions in the TIROS I satel-
lite. These functions include four each for the narrow-angle
and wide-angle camera operations and two each for Telemetry,
Beacon Killer Command, Spin-up Rockets Command and Beacon
Operation. The sixteen functions are enumerated below:

1 Narrow-Angle Direct Camera Operation
2 Wide-Angle Direct Camera Operation
SNarrow-Angle Clock Set Operation

Wide-Angle Clock Set Operation
5 Narrow-Angle Remote Camera Operation

Wide-Angle Remote Camera Operation
SNarrow-Angle Playback Operation

Wide-Angle Playback Operation
9 Telemetry Operation System #1

10 Telemetry Operation System #2
11 Beacon Killer Commands System #1
12 Beacon Killer Commands System #2
13 Spin-Up Rocket Command System #1
14 Spin-Up Rocket Command System #2
15 Beacon #1
I6 Beacon #2

Not all electronic units are included in the present op-
erational function desJZnations, as certain schematic dia-
grams have not yet been made available to ARINC Research Cor-
poration for analysis. When the schematics are received, ap-
propriate adjustments will be made in both the calculated
times to failure and the complexity numbers of the function
to which the schematics apply. Based on the information
available ut thin time, the calculated times to failure, the



number of active element groups, and the observed malfunctions

for each operational function are shown in Table 2. A plot

of the reliability (calculated and observed) versus the

current estimated complexity in proesented in Figure 2.
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4. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF TRANSIT SATELLITE
SERIES IN ORBIT

4.1 Purpose of TRANSIT

The TRANSIT program calls for development of a system
composed of approximately four circumterredtrial satellites
and a network of ground control and tracking stations which
can be used as- an aid to maritime navigation. The system of
satellites in orbit will transmit doppler radio signals which
can be utilized to make an accurate determInation of the re-
cipient's geographic location.

Each of the three successfully launched TRANSIT
Satellites will be discussed separately.

4.2 TRANSIT IB

4.2.1 Orbital Information and Status of
TRANSIT IB.

The TRANSIT IB Satellite was launched from the Atlantic
Missile Range, Florida, on April 13, 1960. It achieved an
orbit with a period of 95.2 minutes, an apogee of 426.1 miles
and a perigee of 231.3 miles. This satellite malfunctioned
at 2136 or bit hours, due to the opening of the thermal charg-
ing-limiter switch. The satellite was In operation Mode c
when the failure occurred and, therefore, power was not
available to shift to Mode b, which would have involved
bypasoinig of the thermal charging-limiter switch.*

4.2.2 Configuration of TRANSIT IB

The TRANSIT Itl is made up of several subsystems as de-
sioibed below.

1) rower Subnystem - This subsystem contains a primary
battery supply, a vilver-zinc battery with a life of 55 + 10
dayn, a tiecondary nickel-cudImum battery which is recharfcable,

'Pile "lodeu are d1::cuss1cd in Section 4.2.2.



and the solar cell banks used to accomplIsh this recharging.
A thermal switch is providod to protect the nickel-cadmium
batteries from damage due to overheating during the recharge
cycles.

2) Command Subsystem - This subsystem consists of two
command receivers, an antenna system, and a switchlng device
to charge the satellite mode of operation. The transition
from one mode to another requires either or both of the
command receivers to operate, depending on the change desired.

3) Telemetry Subsystem - This subsystem is continuously
energized by the solar secondary-battery power supply and
pulse-modulates the 162-megacycle channel of the "B" doppler
tracking transmitter.

4) "B" Doppler Tracking Subsystem - This subsystem is
powered by the solar secondary power supply and is in active
redundancy with the "C" doppler tracking subsystem.

5) "C" Doppler Tracking Subsystem - This subsystem is
powered either by the silver-zinc battery or by the solar
secondary-battery power.

The satellite has four possible modes of operation:

Mode a - Doppler "B" (and telemetry) transmitter on
solar secondary-battery power. Doppler "C" transmitter on
chemical primary-battery power.

Mode b - Power, same as Mode a. Secondary-battery
thermal oharge-limiter bypassed.

Mode c - Both doppler (and telemetry) transmitters on
solar, secondary-battery power.

Mode d - Doppler "R" (and telemetry) tr'ansmitter off.
DoppIrr "C" transmitter on chemical primary-battery power.
Secondary-battery thermal charge-limiter bypassed.

4.2.3 Evaluation

The delineation of the operational functions for the
TRANSTT IB requires cons-Ideration of each mode of operation
lioted above. The dlIt'ferencou between the modes are mattors
o0' the alIgnment OV the oper~atLonal functions with the various
power sourcen and the position of the switch on the thermal
charging-limiter. There are three major operational functions:



1I Telemetry FuncLion
2) Doppler 'B" Function
3 Doppler "C" Function

The electronic operations, including power sources, are
identical under the following conditions:

1} Modes a and c - the Telemet7r Function
Modes a and c - the Doppler 'B" Function
Modes a, b, and d - the Doppler "C" Function

Table 3 presents for each operational function the
ARINC Research Corporation predictiong from the TRANSIT
reliability evaluation of May 1, 1960. and the observed time
of failure as discussed in Section 4.2.1. Figure 3 is the
reliability-versus-complexity plot for the data contained in
Table 3.

4.3 TRANSIT IIA

4.3.1 Orbital Information and Status
o-r TRANSIT IIA

This satellite was launched from the Atlantic Missile
Range, Florida, on June 22, 1960. It achieved an orbit with
a period of 101.6 minutes, an apogee of 649.7 miles, and a
perigee of 389.2 miles.

As of April 30, 1961, this satellite was still trans-
mitting. However, some malfunctions had been observed. These
included (a) a change in frequency of one command receiver
during the first 48 hours in orbit, and stabilization at
the new frequency; and (b) loss of the rinal power-amplifier
section in the telemetry transmitter on September 17, 1960,
when signals were lost in background noise. This transmitter
was recorded for 15 seconds on May 5, 1961, but the signal
strength was very low.

The failure of the thermal switch in TRANS3IT lB caused

the decision to be made to shift TRANSIT IIA to operational
Mode c, where the thermal switch bypass is closed. This pre-
vented the thermal switch V'-om disabling the circuits. The
d(caInion placed a continuouB. 6 00-milliampere load on the
power nubtiyntem. When the natellite commenced passer through

, AUINC Research Corporlation, A Prel'imlinai- Evaluation o'T!hANSPVIT o{eab1Jity, r~ay 1, .ju
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the earth's shadow, the load depleted the battery before re-
entry into the sunlight. and the period of nunlight wao
not sufficient to fully recharge the nickel-cadmium batteries.
The effects of this deep cycling were shown after November 15,
as the satellite became inoperative each time upon entering
the earth's shadow. This action continued with all subsystems
in operation until February 22, 1961. Thereafter, available
power was sufficient only to operate the Doppler "B" system.
It is theorized that the batteries shorted, thus increasing
the load across the solar power section until a failure took
place in one or more solar arrays.

4.3.2 Configuration of TRANSIT IIA

There are five basic subsystems in the TRANSIT IIA:

1) Power Subsystem - The power subsystem consists of
(a) 3600 solar cells, arranged in 24 paths of 50 cells with
a blocking diode, and (b) 12 F-type nickel-cadmium cello as
the rechargeable-battery power source for shadow-pass oper-
ation. This subsystem also contains the thermal charging-
limiter switch and a DC/DC battery voltage regulator.

2) Command Subsystem - The command subsystem is made up
of two command receivers, a DC/DC converter, and a mode-
switching device.

3) Antenna Subsystem - The antenna subsystem consists
of a spherical spiral antenna and the antenna coupling net-
work.

4) Telemetry Subsystem - The telemetry subsystem con-
,ists of a 108.6-megacycle phaoe-modulatcd traiiumitter, four
1u1boarrier oscillators, a volta e regulator, a pulse-time
division multiplexer, and a DC/DC converter. In addition,
the multiplexer may receive a timing input from a digital
clock, which is supplied with a 3-megacycle signal from the
3-megacycle oscillator of the "TO Doppler nysLem. The clock
receives its power from a separate DC/DC converter.

5) Doppler Subnyotemu - The dupplute uubuyetemu, "B" and
"C", are in active redundancy. Euch subsystem containu a
1)C/•C converter, a 3-meoacyele ocillator, a fvequency multi-
plier and two tranamItter power amplifiers in active redun-
dancy.

The satellite has rour modes of operation:

Mode a - All electronic equtpment in use and the theIrial
chavr'ing-l1miter-switch bypaUs open.



Mode b - Same as Mode a except that the telemetry sub-
system, less the digital clock, has been turned off.

Mode c - Same as Mode a except that the thermal charging-
limiter-switch bypass is closed, thus removing this switch
from the necessary circuitry.

Mode d - The satellite "off" mode, in which the thermal
charging-limiter-switch bypass is open and all electronic
subsystems except the command subsystem are off.

4.3.3 Evaluation of TRANSIT IIA

In the delineation of the operational functions of this
satellite, it was necessary to consider each mode of oper-
ation and its effects on the electronics of the functions.
There are nine operational functions in the TRANSIT IIA:

I Command Function
2 Telemetry Function in Mode a operation

Telemetry Function in Mode c operation
Telemetry with Digital Clock Function in Mode a
operation

5) Telemetry with Digital Clock Function in Mode c
operation

6 Doppler "B" System Function in Mode a or b operation
Doppler "B" System Function in Mode c operation
Doppler "C" System Function in Mode a or b operation

91 Doppler "C" System Function in Mode c operation

Presented in Table 4 are ARINC Research Corporation's
predicted values for the operational functions as derived
from the data in the report entitled A Preliminary Evaluation
o' TRANSIT Reliability, dated May 1, 1960. Also presented is
the calculated time Lo malfunction by the active-element-
group method at both low and medlum part-sitress levels. Fig-
ure ý is the reliabillty-ver-sus-complexity plot for the
TRANSIT IIA satellite.

11.4I TRANWIT ITII

4I.J4.1 Ovhlt, ,al Tnfvorin-t., inn nnd "Itatan of,

The THANSTT IIIh ,1atu'llLte wai launched from the
AtlantIc Mls,-Oll Hanre, Flo'Ilda, on Febviuary "21, 1961. The
orbit achlevrd wau.* low, and the THANPSIT 11113 did not separate
'vom eit-hezr the ";lggy-ba'k" :oatellItc, LOFTI, or the Fourth
8 ,tag Veh lole The o bi t had an apopgec ot' 1129 milee:1, a
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perigee of 117 miles, and a period of 93.2 minutes. The
TRANSIT IIIB Satellite returned to earth and was destroyed on
March 30, 1961.

The orbital life of the satellite was approximately
912 hours. Immediately after launch, the telemetry informa-
tion from the Automatic Gain Control showed that one of the
command receivers was inoperative. It has been theorized
that a transistor may have failed in this receiver.

4.4.2 Configuration of TRANSIT IIIB

The general configuration of the TRANSIT IIIB may be
divided into six basic subsystems:

1) Antenna Subsystem - This subsystem contains the
spherical spiral antenna and the antenna coupling network.

2) Command Subsystem - The command subsystem consists
of two command receivers, each with a master timing gate, a
command gate, and a memory gate. The subsystem also contains
an output amplifier, a voltage regulator for solar power-
input sources, and main and auxiliary battery power supplies.

3) Power Subsystem - The power subsystem is made up of
the solar cell arrays, main and auxiliary nickel-cadmium
batteries, a main-battery override switch, a main-battery
voltage-sensing switch, an auxiliary-battery voltage-sensing
switch, a Zener diode path, a voltage-regulator bypass switch,
and a voltage regulator. The subsystem has three separate
power sources and four paths to provide power at the voltage-
regulator bypass switch. This switch then provides two
alternative paths to the electrical bus.

4) Telemetry Subsystem - The telemetry subsystem is
divided into five sensor input groups. Three groups supply
inputs to the 5.0-kilocycle, 3.0-kilocycle, and 2.3-kilocycle
subcarrier oscillators, and the remaining two groups supply
information to the 10.5-kilocycle subcarrier oscillator.
The telemetry from the memory subsystem is impressed on the
10.5-kilocycle subcarrier along with the PDM encoder output
from the thermistors. The units of this subsystem are the
PDM encoder; the 10.5-, 5.0-, 3.0-, and 2.3-kilocycle sub-
carrier oscillators; a calibration injector and relay; a
voltage regulator; a telemetry transmitter; a DC/DC converten
FM U72-31 and a telemetry command switch.

5) Doppler Sub-ystem - The doppler subsystem consists
of two oscillators, an oscillator switch, a B+E switch, two
DC/DC converters EM 8(2-1, two 54-megacycle multipliers, and
four transmitters operaLlng, respectively, at 514, 162, 216 and



324 megacycles. In order to utilize the doppler subsystem,
one oscillator and two transmitters, plus the various elec-
tronic units between them,murt wor!M.

4.4.3 Evaluation of TRANSIT IIIB

The delineation of the operational functiono of the
TRANSIT IIIB requires consideration, first, of the various
power sources which operate the electronic equipment; next,
of the functions by type; and finally of the combined
functional operations. There are 11 major operational funo-
tions, 2 of which have 5 sub-functions each. The operational
functions are listed below:

1) Command Function

2) Telemetry Function - Solar Power

a) Thermistor and PDM Encoder
b Memory Telemetry
c) 5.0 kc Sensor Inputs
d) 3.0 kc Sensor Inputs
el 2.3 kc Sensor Inputs

3) Telemetry Function - Battery Power

a Thermistor and PDM Encoder
Memory Telemetry
5.0 ke Sensor Inputs
3.0 kc Sensor Inputs
2.3 kc Sensor Inputs

4) Doppler Function, System A, Solar Power

5) Doppler Function, System A, Battery Power

6) Doppler Function, System B. Solar Power

7) Doppler Function, System B, Battery Power

8) Operational Function, System A, Solar Power

9) Operational Function, System A, Battery Power

10) Opvratlorwl Function, System B, Solar Power

11) Oporatlontl Function, Syot3y m B, Battery Power



The predicted values given in Table 5 were derived from

the data in ARINC Research Corporation's third report on

TRANSIT reliability, dated May 5, l9bl. The calculated time

to malfunction by the active-element-group method for low

and medium stress levels, and the time of data censoring due

to the poor orbit are also included in the table. The

reliability-versus-complexity plot for the TRANSIT IIIB

is shown in Figure 5.
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5. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF COURIER IB SATELLITE IN ORBIT

5.1 Purpose of COURIER IB

The COURIER satellite is an active communication satellite
having both a real-time relay action and a delayed-time re-
lay action. Real-time relaying is accomplished when both the
transmitting and the receiving ground station simultaneoualy
are actively controlling the satellite. The satellite re-
ceives the message and simultaneuusly retransmits it. The
delayed time action occurs when only one ground station i8
in control of the satellite. In this case, the satellite
receives the message-and-address group and stores it on a
magnetic tape until the proper ground station interrogates
the satellite and then retransmits the message.

5.2 Orbital Information and Statua of COURIER IB

The COURIER IB Satellite was launched from the Atlantic
Missile Range, Florida, on October 4, 1960. The orbit
achieved has a period of 106.9 minutes, an apogee of 768.6
miles, and a perigee of 586.1 miles. The catellite was
operational for lb days, after which it failed to respond to
any commands.

During the operational period, recorder/reproducer
No. 3 failed to respond to the playback command after approx-
imately 31.5 operational orbit hours, or pass 104. It re-
mained in this state from pass 104 through pass 120, at
which time it responded and played back the stored informa-
tion. The same malfunction occurred at approximately 34.6
operational orbit hours, or on pass 131. Both malfunctions
are believed to have been caused by the accidental running
of the recorder/reproducer to the limit stops.

The satellite failed to respond to any commands after
orbit 228, or approximately 430 hours after launch, by which
time it had been operationally employed for approximately
73.5 hours. The figures used In the reliability-verouoi-
complexity plotn are operational orbit hours.

The solar power subsystem and an acquisition transmitter
appear'ed to be working properly after 4992 operational orbit
hourn ot" Aprll 30, 19u1.
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5.3 Configuration

The COURIER Satellite consists of five subsystems, each
of which is described briefly below.

1) Acquisition Access and Command Subsystem - The elec-
tronic units which make up this subsystem are the two VHF
acquisition or beacon transmitters, the two VHF receivers,
the code tape readers, and the command decoder. The acqui-
sition transmitter is selected during the operational period
and remains in use until the next access command turns off
the VHF beacon. The VHF receivers receive the initial com-
mand and the control pilot tone. The command decoder, to-
gether with the code tape recorder, verify the commands and
control the opei'ations of the other functions within the
satellite.

2) Microwave Communications Subsystem - The microwave
communications subsystem contains four microwave transmitters
used in pairs for frequency diversity, four microwave re-
ceivern used in active redundancy, a baseband combiner to
combine the signal outputs of the receivers, and compensators
for the varying signal-to-noise ratios. The recorder/repro-
ducers receive information for delayed relay. There are five
recorder/reproducers provided--four digital types and one
analog type.

3) Telemetry Subsystem - The telemetry subsystem consists
of two telemetry transmitters, selected for use by appropriate
command, and the telemetry generator which combines the sen-
sor data and the command verification information and supplies
these signals to the transmitter.

4o) Primary Power Subnyntem - This subsystem contains
the sol r spheres which provide the power during sunlight for
operation and recharriiij, ut' the batteries3; two nickel-cadmium
batteriesj and a power control and distribution network.

5) Antenna and Dtplexer Subsystem - This subsystem con-
sints of two microwave untenrinas, Pour VHF antennas, two VHF
power dividers, two microwave diplexera, and one V1IF diplexer.
No analysis has been made or this subsystem as the parts listq
drawing,, and other data were riot made available to ARINC
Henearch Corporation du1t'Ir thil study,
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5.4 Evaluation of COURIER IB

In this evaluation, the system is divided into
operational functions, some of which are dependent on prior
satisfactory accomplishment of another operational function--
i.e., the operational function for real-time relay is de-
pendent upon satellite acquisition and access to turn on the
microwave communications links. For this analysis eight
operational functions are considered to cover the complete
operational characteristics of the satellite:

1) Acquisition (Beacon) Function

2) Access/Command and Tracking Function

3) Microwave Operation • Real Time Relay Function

4) Microwave Operation - Record (Digital) Function

5) Microwave Operation Record (Analog) Function

6) Microwave Operation Reproduce (Digital) Function

7) Microwave Operation - Reproduce (Analog) Function

8) VHF Telemetry Function

Contained in Table 6 are the ARINC Research Corporation
calculated times to malfunction, the numbor of active element
groups, and the observed or censored data time for each of
these operational function3. The reliability-versus-
complexity plot for the COURIER IB Satellite is shown in
Figure 6.
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6. TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

It is not intended that formal conclusions be drawn at
this point in the project life. The conclusions enumerated
here are really trends which this early analysis has shown
to be present. The trends may change with continued monitor-
ing of those satellites which are still active and the anal-
ysis of others. There are, at present, two important trends,
both of which will.ba briefly discussed.

The first is the consistency with which the predicted or
calculated times to malfunction are more pwssimistic than
the observed values. This difference, while varying in each
case, usually is between a half and a full order of magni-
tude.• Another way to say this io that the observed satel-
lite performanoe is better than the predicted performance by
5 to 10 times. Several things may bo contributing to this
difference. The most apparent are the complete removal of
the human element from the in-orbit system, the acceptance
of some degradation without removal of the system for re-
pairs, and improvements in design techniques or part relia-
bility by a change in the state-of-the-art.

The second trend is the apparent slope of an eye-
estimated line through the observed data plots. This slope is
greater than that shown by the upper limit of the shipborne
band. Thin trend may, however, be changed as more satel-
lites with complexities in excess of 500 active element
groups per operational function are evaluated and monitored
under this contract.

Further conclusion. and a more detailed discussion of
them will be presented in the final report.
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7. FUTURE WORK

It is proposed that the following additional satellites
be evaluated under this contract:

1) EXPLORER VIII
2) EXPLORER XI

3) TIROS II
4) "TIROS III
5) Satellite S-3

These satellites were chosen after a discussion with
personnel of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion in Washington and of Goddard Space Flight Center,
Maryland. The future evaluations will be similar to those
described here. The details of the malfunctions and the
part life hours in the space environment will be used in an
attempt to revise the failure rates currently being used in
satellite predictions. Monitoring of the still-operational
systems described by this report will continue.

The final report will contain a composite plot of the
observed data from all of the satellite utudies and a
fitted curve to represent the reliability-versus-complexity
satellite spectrum band.


